
 

 

Manuscript NO: 40323 Further revisions needed 

Please provide point-by-point answers to the peer-reviewers' comments and upload as 
"Answering reviewers.pdf" 

 

Dear Editor,  

Hope you will not mind our persistent mistakes in finalizing this manuscript 
presentation.  

The reviewers had very favorable comments, and they did not ask any 
further action. 

The following comments were given by the reviewers 

Reviewer 02439165 

The original finding of the manuscript are BPC 157 has a strong attenuation effect on the 
mucosal lesion and serosal congestion due to rescue original duodenal flow through inferior 
anterior pancreaticoduodenal vein to superior mesenteric vein flow.  
The new hypotheses are that intervention with BPC 157 could activate collaterals rapidly and 
might achieve protective effects.  
What are the new phenomena and hypotheses that were found through experiments in this study? 
 Through experiments, they found BPC 157 rescued original duodenal flow through IAPDV to 
SMV flow, NO-system related effect.  
The conclusions summarized the data the study provided and the key problem the study solved is 
to protect the bowel with vein occlusion through BPC 157.  
What are the key problems in this field that this study has solved?  
The limitations of the study are the methods to access the histological change were simple, that is 
only using histopathology.  
The paper, if published, will provide a new idea to clinicians to investigate either new methods 
or new drugs to protect the bowel with vein occlusion through activating collaterals rapidly. 
 

Reviewer 04881496 
The manuscript is well written and shows novel therapeutic effects of 
pentadecapeptide BPC 157. Furthermore, it investigates the interaction 
between NO agonists and antagonists with or without BPC 157, and by doing 
so it increases its scientific value. 
	

To the comments of the reviewer see our comments. 

Reviewer 02439165 

The original findings of the manuscript are BPC 157 has a strong attenuation effect on the 
mucosal lesion and serosal congestion due to rescue original duodenal flow through inferior 



anterior pancreaticoduodenal vein to superior mesenteric vein flow. The new hypotheses are that 
intervention with BPC 157 could activate collaterals rapidly and might achieve protective effects. 
 What are the new phenomena and hypotheses that were found through experiments in this study?  
Through experiments, they found BPC 157 rescued original duodenal flow through IAPDV to 
SMV flow, NO-system related effect.  
The conclusions summarized the data the study provided and the key problem the study solved is 
to protect the bowel with vein occlusion through BPC 157.  
What are the key problems in this field that this study has solved? The limitations of the study 
are the methods to access the histological change were simple, that is only using histopathology. 
The paper, if published, will provide a new idea to clinicians to investigate either new methods 
or new drugs to protect the bowel with vein occlusion through activating collaterals rapidly. 
 
Ad Reviewer 02439165 

Acknowledged. It seems to us that reviewer provided an adequate summary 
of the manuscript, and appreciated its values, with his/her final comments 
The paper, if published, will provide a new idea to clinicians to investigate new methods or new 
drugs to protect the bowel with vein occlusion through activating collaterals rapidly. 
 

Ad Reviewer 04881496 
The manuscript is well written and shows novel therapeutic effects of pentadecapeptide BPC 157. 
Furthermore, it investigates the interaction between NO agonists and antagonists with or without 
BPC 157, and by doing so it increases its scientific value. 
 

Ad Reviewer 04881496 
 

Acknowledged. We appreciate this view. In particular, we appreciate the 
comment about the NO agonists and antagonists, the issue especially 
elaborated in our study.  

 

 

Hope you will the comments of the reviewers and our comments to be suited 
for final presentation in WJG. 

 

Sincerely 

 

Predrag Sikiric, MD, PhD 

Professor	


